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Sam's only goal is to lose his virginity - that is, until he runs into two men with car trouble. When he

offers his help, Sam gets more than he bargains for. Matthew Miller knows his time at the Den is

short-lived. He's matured into an alpha, butting heads constantly with Maverick. Two alphas can't

live under the same roof, so he and his twin move to Dalton Falls to form a pack of their own. The

problem is, the town where you don't have to hide what you are isn't receptive to outsiders. When

the twins discover that Sam is both their mates, they pursue the human. But Sam has a problem.

Ethan Charles owns the town and swears Sam belongs to him. Matthew and Maddox must save

Sam from Ethan, who is hell-bent on taking Sam from them. Ethan is determined to run the

newcomers out of town and the twins are just as determined to make Dalton Falls their new home.
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Lynn Hagen and I have had a on an off again relationship for a couple of years. I've enjoyed her

stories, some more than others, but over the years she's been an author I've checked on, just to

see what she's up to.I enjoyed this story and thought it's about time we hear about the children.

Matthew and Maddox are twins and if I'm not mistaken they are Heaven and Murdock's sons.

Matthew is an alpha, a strong one, and he kept butting heads with Maverick. He realized he had to

move away before he said or did something that Maverick wouldn't tolerate.Relocating was a great

decision because they met their mate. Yes, the twins share a human named Sam. Sam was born

and raised in a town of shifters and has a best friend in a swan shifter and a fairy. We know Sam is



22, shares housing with his brother, and works in a job that doesn't make much. But at least he's

out from his parent's house even if it's just down the road.The main focus is on this town, the world

building, the start of a new pack, and that Matthew will lead it. There is strong support from the other

parents and family / cousins that will be joining. Unfortunately the children are vaguely remembered.

In past books they're the footnote. Melody's son that was kidnapped is joining -- Maverick's

grandson. No, he isn't an alpha and not really a blood relation to Maverick. He likes to drink and

pass out as well as ride his baby, his motorcycle . . . That his grandfather gave him. And I'm trying

to think which grandfather gave him the bike. I assume Maverick? !! I don't want to re-read any of

the old stories to get a quick fact! And I know Melody is an elf but then my memory is slipping and I

can't remember details. *sigh* I wish there was a glossary so we could keep all the kids straight and

references to which stories mentioned them. There ARE too many books.Anyway, for what this

story gave I enjoyed it. Great to see the children start to take off and establish their own pack and

lives. I'm looking forward to more in this series. - Dan's WifePost Note: While the story is complete

there is a loose thread or two. The repercussions surrounding Ethan haven't been resolved. The

brother has to be dealt with and who inherits all the deeds / land. And of all things, Sam hasn't

introduced BOTH of his mates to his parents and Sam hasn't met his in-laws. That's big when you

live in a small town and are establishing a new pack as well as an alpha mating.I re-read Heaven

and Murdock's story and while Heaven was pregnant, nothing about his having twins. So my

opinion is you don't have to read the other stories to get the basis for this one. The kids of the main

characters were barely mentioned. I remember Heaven and Murdock having instant babysitters at

the Den and passing off the babies once. But nothing on them growing up. I didn't realize Certi has

a son. Christian's children are in the background with babysitting duty and protection for them and

that's about it.

This was such an incredible read. Dalton Falls is a very intriguing town full of elves, shifters, fairies,

etc...who can live freely without hiding who they are. Sam is a human who comes across his mates

who are twins, Maddox and Matthew (wolves, Matthew as alpha). Sam is reluctant at first since his

ex boyfriend is also a predator (Bengal Tiger), Ethan, and is clearly a very wretched person. The

banter between Maddox and Matthew was absolutely hilarious. They had me laughing out loud so

many times in the story. :) I couldn't put this book down. I am definitely going to read as much of this

series as possible. I'm also enjoying the, "Christian's Coven", series. This was a sultry, and

untamed read and I was totally immersed in the story from beginning to end. The characters were

also very well depicted and I found them to be unequivocally compelling. :) Love this author.



This wasn't very good....it was good seeing some of the kids grown up but I wanted more from the

plot....and I didn't see Alpha in Matthew.... And the ending was like WTF.... I love this authors work

so I will definitely continue the series.... I know it will get better....

I love the new series meeting all the kids all grown up. Matthew and Maddox were fun and sexy,

Sam their mate was adorable and sweet. The plot was moderately paced with plenty of excitement.

Love the Brac Pack, and was so looking forward to the kids stories. That being said, didn't really like

this one. It seemed rushed, cut off and incomplete. You don't learn anything about the town or the

people who live there. Just that they are scared of two people who "own the town". Reminded me of

an old western. The earlier books where a lot better. Once Brac Village started I lost interest. Wasn't

as much detail in the books.Just my point of view.

I really enjoyed the first books of the Brac Pack and thought maybe this new series would start off

with a bang but it was...eh. No conflict. No real reason these people can't get together. Just...eh.

And someone needs to proof read a little better. "You're arm." A little distracting.

Loved this book cant wait for the next one to come out!! This author knows how to make you want to

keep coming back for more each and every time. Its a must read you will not be able to put it

down!!!

Fantastically well written story. Great plot and I love the crazy characters. I laughed, cried, and got

pissed...awesome rollercoaster ride!
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